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1: stump_the_duct_tape_guys
In Stump the Duct Tape Guys, America's most popular fix-it duo unrolls more inventive and hilarious advice guaranteed
to stick to your funny www.enganchecubano.coming to Jim and Tim, "If duct tape isn't the answer, then you must be
asking the wrong question!" To prove it, they have collected the best and funniest questions and answers from the
popular.

We will reopen soon. If you see THIS: An a gizillion more in the archives Hello. Say I am an astronaut in a
new space station all by my self for a few days. Then suddenly the station starts decompressing and everything
is being sucked out into space. I grab the first thing that flys by me. Now, to answer your question: It depends
on how extensive the damage is to the space station. If not, at least you will die happy. Can Duct Tape help
me? Use duct tape to repair everything you might be tempted to pay a high-priced professional to fix. Take all
the money that you have saved and use it to purchase a larger monitor. Or, purchase of those big magnifying
sheets that people put in the rear window of their motor homes - and tape it over your present monitor.
However, be assured that there is duct tape involved. And plenty of it! Next, tightly string a few strips of duct
tape across the open door frame. Fling the pizza at the strips of duct tape. It should slice it nicely before it falls
conveniently onto the four by four eating surface. What am I talking about Can duct tape help me? If you try
to fix them with duct tape it does not work. They chew through duct tape even when I put on 3 rolls of duct
tape. Can you give me a solution to my problem? Can I make one out of duct tape? Duct tape the hood to the
front of your ATV and plow on! Forget buying one, they are WAY too expensive! Cover a refrigerator box
with seven layers of duct tape, duct tape the box to the back bumper of an over-the-road big rig at your local
truck stop. Crawl inside the box, and wait for the truck driver to get back on the road. Make your tux entirely
out of duct tape. Tell her how you can show your creativity, win college scholarships, get lots of media
attention, and save big money on your tux and gown at the same time. As the sticky strips pass through your
system, they will probably suck up all of the infection stuff and you will pass it. Until your infection passes,
we suggest that you duct tape pillows on sides to protect your kidneys from bruising. And the rest of you No
more health questions, please unless you send us your health insurance information so we can bill your
insurance company for medical consultation fees. How can duct tape help help me to acheive my goal? Just
duct tape yourself to the underside of a small airplane and enjoy a free ride! Spare the tape and you will find
yourself in need of a parachute. In fact, it is only just getting cold this week. It will give you illusion of being
"snow blind. Or, pick a new color and tape over the whole thing. If you need more support than the tape
affords you, use a splinting material, like a butter knife, or a coat hanger on the curved parts. Spare the tape
and spoil the job, Christian! Tape on, and keep your stick on the ice! I was wondering what can you not use
duct tape for? She broke it in May and just got her ankle fused. Medical professionals, when found without
their "real tools of the trade" often resort to duct tape for splinting, suturing, etc.. Will it heal completely? If
you set it right and immobilize the ankle completely during the recommended healing period. They were, to
say the least, were mad. How can the guys protect ourselves with duct tape and still be able to leave our room?
In other words duct taping the doors and windows closed is out of the question. Then, while the girls are in the
act of sabotaging your room, sneak in with your rolls of duct tape and tape them all together and secure the
bunch of them to a post in your room. Then cover them with your choice of scavenged food from the camp
kitchen. We are filing for a finacee visa to get him back into the country so we may be married. Is there any
way Duct Tape could help me with this? So my question is, how can man use Duct Tape to fully understand
women? How can i use duct tape as a new medium besides making clothes, wallets, etc We suggest you check
out our Duct Tape Art Gallery for some ideas of what others have done. And, when you get done with your
creation s - take some photos and submit them to the gallery for display. What will convice her that it is the
most important thing since the Bible? Take it on the road, start your own talking cat movie franchise. How can
duct take help? Many anglers have told us that a little WD sprayed on the bait makes the fish strike like crazy.
Either way, give it a try - it just might work. Make little silvery minnows out of duct tape and spray them
down with WD However just recently I was horrified by a problem I encountered with it. I used it to tape
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some seams together. Let me explain more clearly. I was installing a vinyl pool liner into a concrete pool and
on top of the existing cement pad was this polyetheline styrofoam about half an inch thick. I assume it had
been used as abit of a cushion against the owners feet. I taped up the seams with my old pal duct tape and then
installed my liner over it. I filled up the pool collected my cheque and went on my way. Two months later I
get a call to go back and see why my customer is dismayed. What do I see? Some how the duct tape I had used
under the liner has leached through the vinyl and had stained it a reddish brown color. What could have caused
this? For I am thoroughly perplexed. Or, perhaps you just grabbed a cheap roll of sub-standard duct tape.
Those are our two best "blind guesses". Make sure your rocket is correctly balanced by duct taping small coins
or paperclips onto the fuselage. And, make sure your rocket engine is sitting straight by putting a small duct
tape wedge on the errant side of the engine chamber. No, I really need to know! But, through our Duct Tape
Evangelism efforts, we are making every effort to up this to 36 cases per lifetime. Thanks for your help in this
matter. It hurts to walk. That must have been embarrassing! We usually pull the string off of the ham in the
kitchen right after it comes out of the oven. Frankly, we have no idea why they put that string around the hams
anyway. It seems like they are all one hunk of meat. Hope that helps - now go get some psychotherapy! So,
spray down all of the connections with WD and then wipe them clean - it should work. So, you could probably
skip the operation and live the rest of your days in a duct tape girdle. So, you might say that you stumped us.
Your question is very similar to others concerning the completion of homework, tests, papers, and other
school related stuff. Can you make my knee not itch anymore by only using duct tape? You will find that it
creates a wonderful "scratching" sensation. How can I use duct tape to read through them all in under five
minutes? Anyways, I was wondering if there was anyway that I could stimulate the development process of
my fontanels with the use of my roll of ducttape. If you are sixteen, they probably never will.
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2: Books by Tim Nyberg (Author of The Jumbo Duct Tape Book)
If you see THIS: by the question that you sent us, you won some duct tape or one of our humor books! If you didn't
stump us, you can always go to the Duct Tape Pro Shop to get a great deal on our books and other Duct Tape stuff like
cool t-shirts, tool boxes, etc.

The Duct Tape Guys may beg to differ! Just read through our book or some of the stumps sent into us below ,
and you will be a convert! We add newer questions at the end click the MORE button below. My vintage
self-winding watch no longer self-winds. How can duct tape fix my watch so that once again it will tell me the
correct time more than twice a day? In order to avoid damage to the crystal during the smacking operation,
wrap your watch body in four to five layers of duct tape. Hold the watch by the band, and smack the watch on
the face of a duct tape roll. Some of them call me ugly! How can duct tape help me look better and get a girl to
go out with me? Duct tape over your entire face and attend classes as "that mysterious duct tape mask guy.
Keep your duct tape mask on through at least your first four or five dates. The girl will come to love you for
the person you are inside, and not the way you look. Actually, we recommend WD for getting gum out of hair.
Your hearing will also be gone - due to the excessive screaming that duct tape stuck in hair creates. Duct tape
the exposed edges of the license plate to your front bumper and put the car in reverse. The license should pop
out of the pole. Now, fill the dent in the pole with duct tape wads and tape around the damaged section of the
pole. I plugged it in and waited four hours for it to warm up. I noticed that the lava stuff was making a bunch
of small bubbles instead of the giant lava. How could duct tape solve my problem? If you leave the lamp alone
for a while and then plug it in, the globs should be meld together. Replace the light bulb with a new one of
recommended wattage usually 40 watts ; it should heat up more quickly. Where does duct tape come into
play? How can duct tape help with the pain, but continue to let the teeth come in? Make a big wallet-sized wad
of duct tape for your kid to chew on. The teeth will be cut through in no time. We enjoy a good beer as much
as the next guy, but drinking and driving? Then, when you sober up, they can duct tape you to the grieving
parents of a teenager who has been killed by a drunk driver. This might help you think more responsibly. How
can duct tape repair this situation and not muffle the sound? How can we use duct tape to protect us from a
nuclear assault? Unfortunately, only roaches will survive a nuclear exchange. Therefore, we suggest that you
wrap yourself entirely in duct tape, sticky-side out, and stick cockroaches all over yourself. We fail to see the
desire to go back in time much past the s when duct tape was invented. Travel back in time by reading history
books. Use duct tape as a bookmark when you start getting drowsy. Duct tape laid sticky-side-up around the
perimeter of your garden will keep most varmints out while reflecting sun up onto the underside of your
plantings. The ammonia is probably coming from the fish peeing in the water. How can duct tape fix my
problem without mutating the Slinky? Put duct tape, sticky-side up on two steps. Start the Slinky down the
stairs. Using only duct tape, how can I repair my old records, making them sound good as new? Stuff duct
tape balls in your ear canals and put a strip of duct tape over each ear. The muffled sound will hide all of the
pops and scratches in your vinyl discs. Make a duct tape ball and tape it on his back prior to bedtime. The ball
will make him roll to one side, reducing his tendency to snore. Or, you could put duct tape your ears as
described in the previous hint. Duct tape the ax, at the right angle, to the rear bumper of your car or truck.
Drive around the block. Preventing poison ivy rash is where duct tape works best. Before you go hiking, duct
tape all exposed flesh. When you return home, shower until all of the poison ivy juices have been rinsed off
the tape. Remove and discard the tape. Can duct tape help this situation? Most computers have a way to
enlarge the font size. Or, you could purchase of those big magnifying sheets that people put in the rear window
of their motor homes and tape it over your monitor. Better yet, use duct tape to repair everything you might be
tempted to pay a high-priced professional to fix. Take all the money that you have saved and use it to purchase
a larger monitor. Suddenly, a meteorite knocks a hole in the wall and everything starts sucking out into space.
How could the duct tape save me? It depends on how extensive the damage is to the space station. When
falling, quickly remove your shirt and fasten a long strip of duct tape folded over onto itself to each of four
corners of your shirt. Use this shirt as a parachute to float yourself safely to the ground. How can duct tape
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speed up my progress? Wrap duct tape around the index and middle fingers of your left hand and use them as
a slide. Or, send school spirit soaring by taping over each tuba in one of your school colors. All you have to
know is that it sticks. How can duct tape help me conserve energy this winter? Tape around the wooden sashes
to prevent leaks. Duct tape clear plastic sheeting over the outside of each window further prevents drafts. You
may also feel cold sneaking in through electrical outlets on exterior walls. A small strip of tape over each
unused outlet will seal these leaks as well. And, what a remarkable coincidence that they resembled four of
our Presidents! I guess if you wanted to cover them back up, you could just duct tape the removed rocks back
into place.
3: Stump the Duct Tape Guy!
The Duct Tape Guys may beg to differ! Just read through our book (or some of the stumps sent into us below), and you
will be a convert! The SEVENTH book in our Duct Tape Trilogy!

4: Stump the Duct Tape Guys : Jim Berg :
Stump the Duct Tape Guys by Tim Nyberg, Jim & Tim The Duct Tape Guys, Jim Berg starting at. Stump the Duct Tape
Guys has 0 available edition to buy at Alibris.

5: Stump the Duct Tape Guys
I wasn't expecting much in the way of humor - just something to get a laugh out of a duct tape enthusiast when he found
it in his Christmas stocking.

6: Tim Nyberg (Author of The Jumbo Duct Tape Book)
In "Stump the Duct Tape Guys," America's most popular fix-it duo unrolls more inventive and hilarious advice
guaranteed to stick to your funny www.enganchecubano.coming to Jim and Tim, "If duct tape isn't the answer, then you
must be asking the wrong question " To prove it, they have collected the best and funniest questions and answers from
the popular.
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